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When less means more in politics
How there is much more to the official campaign slogans of the main political parties than simply a catchy phrase

S

logans for political campaigns
or electoral programmes have
to conform to the magic formula: "less is more". What this
means exactly is that a few,
carefully selected words have to carry
maximum force in their meaning. A good
example is the slogan for the PSC-PSOE
(Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya) candidate Carme Chacón. "La Catalunya optimista" is a phrase that transmits an optimism that the work of the governing Socialist party will continue, while the
phrase "Si tú vas, somos más" also rings
with optimism. This latter slogan is complemented by another – "Si tú no vas,
ellos vuelven" – that shows spooky silhouettes of the opposition leaders of the
Partido Popular (PP).
Nor is the PP left behind when it comes
to playing on voters’ fears. According to
its electoral video shown on television, a
vote for the Socialists means losing everything. The Socialists, the spot suggests,
will take the lot, including the TV, sofa
and chairs. This is an example of a message that says, vote for us because the
others are the bad guys. The PP slogan
"Les idees clares" is also an "attack" on the
governing party. Whenever a group
sports the slogan "Les idees clares" it is
saying two things: the first is that "we’"are
the ones with the ideas, while those who
do not think like "us" aren’t.
"El teu vot farà respectar Catalunya" is
the slogan for the CiU (Convergència i
Unió) campaign. Vote, respect and Catalonia are the terms that appear as a sequence in the phrase and reveals the focus
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of the candidate’s message. It targets
those who think like CiU that Catalonia
should not be reviled as it is today. And
who is doing the reviling? Naturally, CiU
suggests that it is the governing party. The
CiU slogan also has a sense of highminded respectability that harks back to a
golden age of CiU government under
Jordi Pujol.
Izquierda Unida’s (IU) electoral slogan
could not be briefer and more to the
point in its use of the mathematical plus
symbol, while the design is reminiscent of
Antoni Tàpies or Joan Pere Viladecans . It
is a brief and direct message that suggests
that those who currently govern Spain do
so according to a version of light socialism and that IU’s socialist policies are far
more ambitious.
“Objectiu: un país de 1ª (per això
volem la independència)” is the phrase
used by Esquerra Republica de Catalunya
(ERC) for the electoral campaign. The
part of the slogan in brackets - per això
volem la independència – is also in
smaller letters than the main slogan.
What can we read into this? What the slogan shows is that the desire for independence is a secondary aim after the need
for a first-rate country. Thus ERC is
reaching out to nationalists of all colours
among the electorate, whether conservative or progressive.
Less is more and some political parties
are more successful than others. Getting
the slogans right, charging them with the
most meaning and connecting with a society, country or state is the primary objective of any electoral campaign.
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O

nce the Germans hand taken
Paris and most of France,
from his exile in London, De
Gaulle launched a newspaper, “France”, and through it and
through all his many messages to his
countrymen, constantly proclaimed that
the duty of every French citizen was to
fight against the invader. Some did and
some didn’t. Those who did risked their
lives and terrible punishment to their
families and to their fellow citizens.
Those who didn’t became passive bystander of the German occupation or
outright collaborators. It was a truly
challenging time for France.
But the fight against the Nazis, which at
the time seemed an impossible task, was
not in vain. And with the help of the
Allies, who had just invaded France in
June 1944, France became France again.
After a few days of street battles, insurrection and chaos, and with the Germans

on the run, the defining moment of the
Liberation came when the towering figure
of de Gaulle lead his troops into the heart
of the city littered with at least a thousand

riving with the liberating troops, reported the atmosphere in the happy city
where people were cheering and singing:
"Their reiterated phrase was 'merci,
merci', and if there was ever any doubt as
to the nature of the Allied welcome it was
very quickly dispelled, for never was there
a more spontaneous, profounder demonstration of gratitude than I have experienced on the exhaustive drive. Every
pause has been filled with hand-shaking
and wholesale embracing by both sexes,
and even the protection of a pipe does not
save one’s face from contact with bearded
garlic".
Another corresponded said: "The
French are dancing with joy at the arrival
of our advancing column amid actual
fighting, at the risk of their lives".
The long awaited day had finally arbodies still unburied.
But mostly it was a moment for rejoic- rived. Paris was dancing wild with a backing. This is how the special correspon- ground of La Marseillese and the corks
dent of the Daily Telegraph, who was ar- popping out of Champagne bottles.

